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Applications to the Wave IV of Grants are open! Apply now for a share of $2.5m in funding to build your next project on Rootstock 
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0.1ROOTSTOCK NATIVE CURRENCY
RBTC 
 Pegged 1:1 to Bitcoin
RBTC, the smart version of Bitcoin.

Allowing BTC owners to interact with DeFi protocols and dApps on Rootstock network for minting, swaps, gas fees and more.
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02.DEFI ON BITCOIN
A true Bitcoin  sidechain

On Rootstock, Bitcoin is king. BTC is the native token of Rootstock in the form of RBTC. You don’t need any other token to pay for gas. Bitcoin can be moved between the main chain and sidechain seamlessly with no token wrapping required.





03.Wallet for every taste
Choose a wallet that supports RBTC



MyEtherWalletMetaMaskMyCryptoPortisDefiantEdgeLedgerTrezorTahoFrontierBeexoExodusEnkryptSafePalBridgeWallbyLiquality
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0.4How to
Get RBTC


Powpeg
Rootstock’s built-in 2-Way-Peg app, the most direct mechanism for acquiring RBTC with your BTC
Launch the AppAdvanced user?
Check the Devportal
dApps
Truly decentralized exchanges for RBTC
SovrynMoney on ChainFlyoverOKUSymbiosis
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Exchanges
RBTC Easy access to Rootstock with your card
BuenbitMT PelerinAgenteBTCDecryptoCriptala

P2P
Peer-to-peer exchange with friends & colleagues
PaydeceInp2pbotDiscord
*Please be aware of the inherent risks in peer to peer transactions. Unless you are using a service offering escrow services for p2p transactions only transact with trusted individuals such as friends or family.



0.5Learn More
Wanna learn more about RBTC

Three easy ways to get RBTC

Developer portal

More videos
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